Laws of Nature and Race
-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

Spiritual Satanism is about being honest with ourselves, and this is related to the name of
Satan in Sumeria which is Satya. Which means Truth.
Aside of that in the matter of Races, we have to be honest. Everyone else in the planet is
lying, which is what they usually like to do. We do not have this need because we aren't
emotionally and mentally ill as they are, we don't need to create comfortable lies. Even
our imagination is based on more glorious things and we'd rather use it for better ways.
In the world, and in biological reality, in the very fabric of reality, there are divisions in
humanity and species of humans same as any other living beings on the planet. Humans,
too, fall into the category of the living species, and everything that has life, has some
particular rules. One of these rules is what TYPE of life people are. The fact we accept
the reality of other races existing, is not a result or need to hate, it is biological reality, it
is as if we admit the sun exists. One has to admit the sun exists in order to move into
space travel, for example.
Spiritually and intellectually the Satanist seeks excellence and to understand the world in
the deepest level, by Wisdom (emotional understanding), knowledge (logical knowledge)
and a fusion of both these.
In races we see differences, superiorities, baselines of where a race exists, great
individuals, bad habits that bleed over a populace, gifts that are common in a people and
many other things. This is spiritual and this deals with karma, and not only how people
evolved, but how people decided to make themselves.
The above we understand by accepting what individualism is which is one of the
understanding fundamentals in Satanism. We understand that the individual, which is the
reason of meditation, can decide about their deeper destiny and advance, no matter where
they are, as this is a rule of life we apply.
Anyone who applies the laws of life over their comfortable lies and sentimental crap,
grows. Everyone who doesn't, will die. People die everyday because they neglect these
laws. People are depressed because of such neglect. Humanity somehow has it all wrong,
that they are 'above' these laws. Only partially we are above these laws, and only insofar
we obey them. Disobedience means slavery and death.
Satanism understands the RULE and the EXCEPTION to the rule. The people who seek

to advance are an exception by default, but nobody is excluded from nature's laws. We
just treat each other differently because we're on a higher level, that the mob outside has
deprived itself from being, because it listens to the jews.
Spiritual Satanism doesn't accept jews not because we are hateful and bigots, but based
on the fact that jews have desecrated Satanism and many other things in the past, and
dragged values that were more important into the mud. This has went for thousands of
years. If the jews in Israel have a right as a religious foundation to not accept the
"Goyim" or the non jews, we exercise the same right and we do not accept them.
It is that simple.
The jews however have a bad habit, they always get into other people's business. This is a
racially motivated tendency. They want to get into the business of other people simply
because they are in cutthroat competition with them, and they want to control them and
damage them, which is typical and normal of a foreign lifeform. The jews know from the
age of infancy they are at war with all of you, it is their culture. It's you that have zero
knowledge and you don't understand shit.
Because the Joy of Satan changed this, we have come at the bullseye to the jewish
powers that be. The jews merely want a world of their own, they are not supremacist, this
is far worse. They don't want a continent or a land, they want to own all the people's of
earth as cattle. And their actions prove this on their own, nobody no more believes this is
superstition.
Now infrequently there are tears from people who complain about supremacist. All
lifeforms seek to be 'superior' in the area in where they live. The problems begin when
these lifeforms come abruptly and strangely into each other's environment with
aggressive desires and compete over the same resources.
There are giant continents and we know the jews are behind moving people forcefully
and through war into other lands that don't belong to their own. And for better or for
worse, this has shaped 'history' more or less. Because guess what, people have to live. For
jews to live peacefully, there must be multiculturalism and heated instincts all over the
place, and Gentiles murdering Gentiles.
The second aspect is that they want retarded people, because who is a slaver that wants a
CLEVER slave? The clever Goyim will only overthrow the jews because they suck and
they are vampires and evil ghouls. Jews have a place to go and it is called Israel, and this
is their ethno-state and country where they belong, but they insist on doing business
within the countries of other people instead, which is what they always did.
So part of their race mixing and 'love everything' agenda is to create the necessary
animals that will be easily ruled. Spiritual Satanists don't have this and this is why they
have revolted against the jewish system, and of course, the enemy doesn't approve this.
What's new? The news is that now the Gentiles are actually able to wake up into this

reality that has been going for thousands of years.
Races start hating one another when there are large differences. Imagine if aliens came
from outer space and they were so beautiful you couldn't even get a mate or something,
or if they were so giant in size they stepped on humans like ants. In other words, unequal
things brought into very close proximity clash, and will clash violently.
One last thing on the above. Even in the bible there are instances that state that the sins of
the parents (this is advice to jews) in basically 'mixing with the pagans', brings pestilence
and curses that will appear in the 'generations to come'. The jews don't approve these
people in their own midst and send them out for infiltration purposes. They don't give a
crap, they banish them.
The same thing is true with incessant race mixing. Clean races are vital and when you
break or mix this vitality, the product can be just fine for a few generations.
But five or six or ten generations down the line, you break down a blueprint that nature
has ordained to be strong and survive, and you fragment it completely only hitting
blindinly about luck. And luck breeds a lot of retarded people and if people fail to
understand her, nature punishes very bad, as much good as it can bless if people listen.
The Spiritual Satanists must be wise, prosperous, and healthy, and this is our goal to help
with. Therefore we cannot give people negative advice to make people feel 'well' based
on the subconscious programming that was done with the powers that run this world
(such as multiculturalism, social marxism etc), as these powers are evil and not interested
one inch for the people below, the 'animals'. The enemy knows all of this crap they made
is entirely false. We know it too.
The problem rises because we share this advice with you too and because this makes you
powerful, and powerful people or happy people that have resolved their issues can
become a danger to the weak slaver authority of the top. The authorities of the world
instead of rejoicing on powerful people, they smite them and make them ill, again,
proving their alien nature and occupation of the planet that we call 'our world'.
The jews don't follow social marxism, multiculturalism. They follow Judaism.
We the awakened Gentiles don't follow social marxism, multiculturalism, and jewish
philosophy. We follow Spiritual Satanism.
All of the above is "Hate Speech"- ie, facts. Facts and truth are hate speech, as much as
Satan is the God of Hate and the God of the "Hateful", the Prince of Darkness, and the
source of all "Evil": That which dares to oppose the wet dreams of a particular clique that
wishes to make the world a cattle farm.
Spiritual Satanism is where the Gentile Soul finds it's freedom and salvation, through our
Pagan Gods and Satan, Satya.
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